SLWTR Slatwall Tower
Packing & Assembly Information

This is the Main Body Unit to your new SLWTR Slatwall Tower. The SLWTR Series are always shipped in two separate boxes. This box contains the main colored laminate body of the unit. The second box contains the black base and assembly hardware (three washers and an Allen key). Both boxes should arrive together. If not, they were probably separated in transit and should arrive tomorrow or the next day. If they do not arrive, please call 1-800-572-2194 and we will trace shipment with carrier.

Assembly Instructions

Base Assembly:
1. To avoid scratching, carefully unpack tower unit and base on a carpeted floor, or throw-cloth near the display’s final floor position and proceed to assemble the unit on its side.

2. Position and orient the Base Plate at the bottom of the main vertical body of the SLWTR unit with the bottom of the Base Plate facing out away from the SLWTR body.

3. Locate the three screws at the bottom of the main body and remove. Locate the washers in the box with the Base Plate. Insert each of the three screws with washers through the black base and hand-thread into the bottom of the main body of the SLWTR unit. Tighten all three screws with a allen key (See illustration)

4. Install all add-on pockets and frames by hooking into slatwall grooves after SLWTR unit is placed upright and in position on floor.

Questions? Call 1-800-572-2194.